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ABSTRACT

A quantitative evaluation of a self-emitting far IR scene

simulator is performed. The simulation system is comprised of a

white-light source, spatial light modulator, optics, and a

visible-to-infrared transducer. The performance was evaluated by

measuring the MTFs of the system and subcomponents and the

thermal contrast. An attempt to correct variations in the

radiometric response across the scene is done by modifying pixel

values. Additionally, the effect of cooling the infrared

transducer on the thermal contrast is investigated. Results are

compared to a previous system which used a coherent light source.
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1 . 0 Introduction

The human eye can see electromagnetic radiation in the

range of wavelengths between 0.4 and 0.7 urn, which is called

the visible spectrum. However, additional information can

be obtained about objects from the electromagnetic spectrum

outside of this range. Ultraviolet, X-ray, and Gamma

radiation are found at wavelengths shorter than the lower

limit of the visible spectrum. Infrared radiation,

microwaves, and radio waves are at wavelengths longer than

the upper limit. The infrared (IR) region is generally

accepted to extend from .7 to 14 urn, and is commonly split

into smaller subregions: the near-IR (0.7-1.3 urn), mid-IR

(3-5 urn), and far-IR (8-14 urn).

Far-IR imaging converts the IR radiation from energy in

the 8 _ X _ 14 i_m range into a visible image. Because it

measures emitted rather than reflected radiation, far-IR

imaging allows day and night operation and covert sensing.

The uses of far-IR imaging are wide ranging and include

civil, industrial, medical, scientific, and military

applications (Burnay, 1988) .

Far-IR systems require testing during the development

stage and sometimes require periodic calibration. A system

to generate far-IR images is required to test complete

systems. Several technologies have been developed for



simulating a far-IR scene with varying degrees of success.

The work presented here describes a laboratory system that

is an attempt to simulate far-IR scenes.

The system consists of a white light source, a spatial

light modulator, and a visible-to-IR transducer to produce

the simulated far-IR scene. While a similar system has been

constructed in the past, it used a coherent laser source.

Previous laboratory work ignored the radiometric variation

across the scene and its effect on the final image. Since

the simulation system is computer driven, the scene

parameters can easily be altered to allow simulation of

various far-IR scenes.

An analysis of the performance parameters and

radiometry to simulate a far-IR scene more accurately are

proposed. Included in this analysis is a measurement of the

spatial resolution (as measured by MTF) and experimental

results of different ambient temperatures on the systems

dynamic range.



2 Background Information

2 . 1 Thermal Imaging System background

Thermal imaging systems extend our vision into the

infrared by making visible the energy naturally emitted by

objects at ambient temperatures characteristic of the earth

(i.e. 270K -

310K) .

Natural visible spectrum images are primarily produced

by differences in reflectivity of the objects. However,

far-IR images are produced primarily by self-emission due to

temperature and by emissivity differences. Far-IR imaging

systems often suppress the average value of the scene

radiance so that only scene variations around the average

temperature are displayed. This allows high contrast to be

achieved (Lloyd, 1975) .

2.2 Far-IR characteristics

All objects at temperatures above absolute zero emit

electromagnetic radiation at a rate and with a wavelength

distribution that is a function of the temperature of the

object. Far-IR radiation consists primarily of self-emitted

radiation from vibrational and rotational quantum energy-

level transitions in molecules, and secondarily from

reflection of radiation emitted from other heated sources.

Fundamental to the computation of far-IR radiation is the



Planck blackbody radiation equation. A blackbody is an

idealized object that absorbs all incident radiation and

reradiates it in a manner characteristic of its temperature

Planck's equation is based on the premise that thermal

radiation is generated by linear atomic oscillators in

simple harmonic motion which emit energy as a function of

the radiation frequency (Lloyd, 1975) . Planck's blackbody

equation is:

2TCJ2C2

X5(eTEr _

1}

Mx
= 2L^I (2-1)

where Hx
= the spectral radiant emitance (Watts/meter3) ,

h = Planck's constant = 6.626 x
IO"34

joule seconds,

k = Boltzmann's Constant = 1.38 x 10
~23

joule/Kelvin,

c = the velocity of light = 3.0 x
IO8

meters/second,

A = wavelength of the radiation (meters), and

T = blackbody temperature (Kelvin) .

Planck's equation can be integrated over wavelength to

yield an expression for the radiant emittance. This

expression is known as the Stefan-Boltzmann Law:

M = 2____ T4
=
aT4

(2-2)
I5c2h

where

M = the radiant emitance (W/cm) , and

o
= the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

- 5.67 8 ::
10"12

W
cm"2K~4



Figure 2-1 shows the spectral distribution of objects at

various temperatures.

The earth's average ambient temperature for soil,

water, and vegetation
is'

about 290 K. From Wien's

Displacement Law:

A- =
2898

(2-3)
temperature

where Am is the wavelength of maximum spectral radiant

exitance (jam) , the maximum spectral radiant emittance from
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earth features occur at wavelengths around 10 urn. The

coincidence of the dominant energy emittance of earth

ambient temperature objects at around 10 urn and an available

atmospheric window makes the far-IR region an ideal region

for several commercial and military applications. Man-made

objects can have temperatures more than 100K above earth

ambient temperature, and thus will emit maximum radiant

energy at wavelengths less than that of cooler objects.

These equations describe far-IR radiation from a

blackbody- A blackbody provides a standard for comparison

of radiation sources that are perfect radiators. Emissivity

(e) is the ratio of the radiant emittance
M'

of an object to

the radiant emittance of a blackbody M at the same rature:

C - 0_e_l (2-4)
M

Emissivity has a numeric value that lies between the limits

of zero for a non-radiating source and unity for a perfect

blackbody. Emissivity is a function of the type of material

and its surface finish and can vary with wavelength and the

temperature of the material. Greybodies are objects that

can be modelled by adding an emissivity term to the above

equations .



2.3 Far-IR imaging systems

For an object to be detected in the far-IR region and

subsequently recognized and identified, it must produce an

apparent temperature difference of sufficient magnitude to

distinguish the object from other surrounding objects. The

intervening atmosphere must neither excessively blur nor

attenuate the received signal. The contributions of scene

temperature, reflectivity, and emissivity can be represented

in any scene by a single effective temperature value. This

is the temperature that would produce the measured

irradiance at that point if it were an ideal blackbody

radiator. The irradiance measured through an attenuating

atmosphere would be equal to that from a body at a lower

temperature. The temperature variations of a scene tend to

correspond to the details in the visible scene, so a far-IR

imaging system provides a visible analog of the far-IR scene

(Lloyd, 1975).

The sensor must collect the radiant signal and convert

it to an electrical signal in a detector operating in the

appropriate spectral band. This electrical signal is then

converted to a signal that can be viewed, usually on a video

display. The process of converting an infrared scene to a

visible scene must be performed so that contours,

orientations, contrasts, and details are preserved or



enhanced without introducing excessive noise. Figure 2-2

shows a simple schematic of one possible implementation of a

scanning far-IR system. The optical system collects,

spectrally and spatially filters, and focuses the radiation

pattern from the scene onto a focal plane containing a

single detector element.

Electromagnetic radiation from the scene produces

changes in some parameter within the detector which ideally

is proportional to the energy transported by the field.

There are many types of detectors which are sensitive to

energy in the 8 to 14 urn range. The detector may be

sensitive to the absorbed radiant power or to the number of

photons with sufficient energy to alter the carriers within

a semiconductor material; some may require cryogenic cooling

to operate satisfactorily. There are several ways to scan a

far-IR image onto a single detector or a detector array.

Further details of detectors and scanners is beyond the

scope of this work.

Typically, modern image processing software allows the

user to assign colors to each temperature of scanned far-IR

images: no true visible color exists for far-IR images. In

monochrome systems, hotter objects appear bright or white in

the converted image while cold objects appear dark. Objects

with intermediate temperatures will appear as various grey



tones. In color systems, temperatures often are assigned

colors for ease of interpretation. For computer use, the

scene will be quantized into typically 128 or 256 grey

levels depending on the system and application. These grey

levels are commonly referred to as digital counts (DC)

(Warnick, 1990) . For this work the scenes will be quantized

to 256 grey levels.

2 . 4 Far-IR Simulation

All far-IR imaging systems must be tested to ensure

Detector Projection

in Object Space

Field of View in

Object Space

Vertical Scanner

Horizontal Scanner

Video

Display

Figure 2-2, A simplified single-detector dual-axis

scanner, adapted from Lloyd (1975) .



that the desired performance is obtained. Field tests of

these imaging systems is often very costly and difficult to

reproduce over the range of operational condiitions. The

output of the imaging detector may be simulated so that all

aspects except the optical collection and detection can be

verified in the laboratory under controlled conditions. The

accurate simulation of far-IR scene that is to be imaged is

a more difficult task (Warnick, 1990) . The simulated scene

should not introduce unreal or troublesome parameters or

side effects while duplicating the realistic scene as

closely as possible.

Several different technologies are capable of

generating a far-IR scene, but each has some drawbacks.

Typically, IR projectors are evaluated in terms of

spatial resolution, spectral band, frame rate, dynamic

range, temperature resolution, simulated temperature range,

flicker, field of view, response time and cross-talk. Frame

rate is the frequency at which each element of a scene may

be updated to a new temperature. Spatial resolution is

defined as the number of independently controlled and

equally spaced resolution elements across the projected

field-of-view (FOV) at the exit pupil. The FOV of the IR

projector should be at least as large as the FOV of the

system under test. The spatial resolution of the projector

10



determines the limit of target and background details.

According to the Nyquist criterion, the spatial resolution

of the simulator should ideally be more than twice that of

the system under test, although an IR projector with a

resolution equal to that of the system under test has often

been considered satisfactory- The spectral band refers to

that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that the

projection system may radiate. The temperature resolution

is the minimum temperature difference that can be projected

to the system. Response time is the time required for the

projector to attain the desired temperature and may be

measured as a percentage of the frame time. A response time

of ten percent of the frame time is usually acceptable

(Hester, 1988) . The IR projector requirements can be

expected to improve as newer systems are developed

(Pritchard, 1988) .

The principal characteristics of various IR projector

techniques are:

A. Cavity-backed resistor arrays: Electric current is

passed through the individual resistor elements which heat

up and emit IR energy in accordance with Planck's Law. The

cavity-backed devices are monolithic in construction and

typically have very small active areas and poor emissivity

characteristics. Resistor temperatures of 1000 K have been

11



demonstrated. However, fill factors of less than 10% and

emissivities less than 0.20 degrade the temperature

performance substantially. Frame rates on the order of 200

Hz are achievable when the substrate is cooled. The devices

are difficult to make and development may be limited to

arrays no larger than 256 X 256. elements (Mobley, 1991) .

B. Isolated thin-film resistor arrays: They operate in a

manner similar to the cavity-back resistor array, but

require a complicated processing procedure which limits

yields. Resistor temperatures of 700K have been

demonstrated. Fill factors are on the order of 50% and

emissivities of 0.50 have been achieved. The frame rates

are limited to 30-60 Hz, and there is some crosstalk between

resistors. Cooling is required. Because of technology

limitations, arrays larger than 256 x 256 elements are

unlikely (Mobley, 1991) .

C. Reflective Liquid Crystal Light Valves (LCLV) : A

polarized IR source illuminates the liquid crystal material.

Depending on alignment of the liquid crystal, the readout is

altered and reflected through an analyzer which results in a

polarized spatially modulated beam. To reduce flicker, an

expensive special-purpose CRT is required to address the

liquid crystal. The LCLV has excellent spatial resolution,

but suffers from limitations in contrast, dynamic range, and

12



physical size. Frame rates of 30 Hz are achievable, while

the maximum temperature which can be simulated is around

350K (Mobley, 1991) .

D. Deformable Mirror Devices (DMiD) : DMiDs are made up of

individual mirror elements which, depending on the

structure, can either be deflected like a piston or tilted

along some axis by an electrostatic charge. The IR readout

light is modulated by each mirror element based on the

amount of energy deflected into collection baffles or out of

the line of sight. 256 X 256 element DMids are available

with 1000 X 1000 element arrays under development. Frame

rates of 500 HZ are possible (Mobley, 1991) .

E. Laser Scanner: An infrared laser within the bandpass

of the system under test is scanned rapidly across the

entrance aperture of the sensor and paints out the IR scene

as it progresses. The beam deflection must be synchronized

with the readout scan of the sensor under test. Laser scan

projectors with resolutions of 128 X 128 have been built.

Limits in the modulation system do not allow greater scene

resolution at this time. A DMiD system offers high dynamic

range and high frame rate. However, it requires a large and

complex optical system (Mobley, 1991) .

F. IR CRT: IR CRTs emit a high-energy electron beam (e-

beam) which is directed at thermal elements on a target



plate. The heated elements emit energy in accordance with

Planck's Law. Prototypes have been built and demonstrated.

Temperatures in excess of 1000K have been achieved and the

device also exhibits good resolution. The target plate

elements have no sample-and-hold capability and the e-beam

deflection must be synchronized with the sensor under test.

Frame rates of 30 to 60 Hz could be achieved, though

crosstalk could be a problem. IR CRTs that use a phosphor

that emits in the IR region have also been developed

(Mobley, 1991).

G. Bly cell: The Bly cell is a visible-to-IR transducer

consisting of a very thin blackened membrane housed in an

evacuated cell. Because the film is thin, its thermal mass

is low. It can respond quickly to changes in visible

intensity, and its lateral thermal conduction is low enough

to preserve reasonable spatial performance. Visible light

projected onto one side is locally absorbed by the membrane

and re-emitted in the infrared from both sides. Frame rates

of about 30 Hz can be achieved. The device has a limited

temperature range, although the use of different materials

can increase the temperature range at the cost of lower

resolution (Pritchard, 1988) .

H. Halftone technology: Electron beam photolithography is

used to fabricate a chrome halftone image on a quartz

14



substrate mask which then has to be transferred to an

infrared transparent substrate for IR projection (Pritchard,

Ludington, 1992) .

Work has been directed at making hybrid systems,

usually by optical methods, to project a more realistic IR

image. Other systems are available, but will not be

considered.

The developed devices may be categorized into three

major groups. The devices that modulate infrared sources

include thermal. films (DMids), liquid crystal modulators,

electrostatically deformed mirrors, and film having an IR

modulation capability. The second category includes devices

that generate a direct infrared scene, such as infrared

phosphor cathode-ray tubes and electromechanical diorama

simulators. The third category encompasses devices that

generate an optically visible image which is transduced into

the infrared. The Bly cell falls into this category. Most

projectors in the first two categories require some form of

scanning or shuttering, which produce a periodic disturbance

to the detector circuit that is often intolerable (Woltz,

1988) . This project uses a Bly cell.

2 . 5 Ambient Temperature effects

The maximum temperature attainable by a Bly cell is

15



limited by its melting point. By cooling the cell a greater

temperature range may be achieved.

Driggers et al. (1992), demonstrated that the change in

performance of a far-IR imaging system at different ambient

temperatures is significant. Most system performance

measurements provide a differential temperature for

comparison to some factory or field specification. It is

uncommon to find a performance specification that is a

function of absolute temperature. The problem of test

correlation is critical for far-IR imagers, i.e. a far-IR

imager performs better in the desert than in the arctic. A

larger temperature difference is required in cooler climates

to meet an equivalent detector signal of a far-IR imager in

a warmer climate. This phenomenon can be demonstrated from

the principle of simple blackbody radiometry.

A far-IR detector responds to differences in power. A

constant temperature difference does not correspond to a

constant power difference. However, Driggers et ai . found

that a constant power specification can give an equivalent

temperature difference as a function of background

temperature. The integrated power emitted by a blackbody

simulator at temperature T is found from the Stefan-

Boltzmann law. Most far-IR imagers are sensitive only in

the region of 8 to 14 jam. The bandwidth restriction

16



requires the integration of Planck's equation to determine

the difference in power:

Where TB and Ts are the background and source temperatures

in Kelvin, while Cx
= 3.7413 x

IO8
W

umVm2

and C2
= 1.4388 x

IO4
jam K are Planck's radiation constants. The emissivity

is assumed to be unity for the blackbody source analysis.

This integration does not yield a closed-form solution, but

may be solved by numerical integration.

To have the same power at different background

temperatures, the power at ambient temperature must equal

the power at the other background temperature. Driggers et

ai . analyzed the power differences and found equivalent

temperature arrangements that allowed the production of

several curves showing the equivalent delta T vs. background

temperature for various differences in ambient temperature.

Figure 2-3 shows the curve obtained for a ambient AT =
. 2C.

Warnick (1990) measured the NEAT of the Inframetrics

far-IR imaging camera which is used in this experiment: NEAT

= 0.06C. By using Drigger's technique and this NEAT value,

AT =
.06 at 298K, and AT = 0.1 at 273 K. If the Bly cell is

cooled, then a larger temperature range is required to

produce the same number of grey levels.

17



EQf0.2}

0.163

268
bg

330

Figure 2-3, Tbg is background temperature , and EQ(0.2) shows

the temperature differentials required to have the same

power as a 0.2 C temperature differential at 298 C.

The temperature range of the Bly cell is limited by the

melting point of the materials in the membrane. At lower

temperatures, less power is emitted by a blackbody. From

the Stefan-Boltzmann equation, the total emitted energy is

.04478

W/cm2

at an ambient temperature of 298K. At a

background temperature of 273K, the total emitted energy is

.02717

W/cm2

. A decrease in ambient temperature will

increase the temperature range of the Bly cell but will also

decrease the number of resolvable grey levels. Conversely,

by increasing the temperature range the number of resolvable

18



grey levels is increased. The theory indicates that

decreasing the ambient temperature of the Bly cell from 2 98

K to 273 K will result in an increased temperature range and

the same number of resolvable grey levels.

2 . 6 Radiometry

This paper is concerned with the transfer of radiative

energy between surfaces in three-dimensional Euclidean

space. Therefore, the use of solid angles is essential in

radiometric calculations.

A common definition of solid angle (Q) is the three-

dimensional angular spread at the vertex of a cone measured

by the area intercepted by the cone on a unit sphere (Figure

2-4). This definition gives rise to the unit of the

steradian for measuring solid angle. The subtended solid

angle in steradians is the ratio of the area of the

spherical surface intercepted by the cone to the square of

the radius of the sphere. It can be shown that Q ~ A/r2,

where A is the area A at distance r. The total area of a

spherical surface is 4n:r2, so a spherical surface subtends

4m steradians (sr) .

The incremental solid angle is calculated from:

dAs
= (r dB) (rsinB d<}>) =

r2

sinB dB d<J> . (2-6)

19



r sin

solid angle, d2

Figure 2-4, Solid angle

The incremental solid angle (dQ) is

dA
dd = = sinB dB d$ (sr) (2-7)

The total solid angle, Q is obtained by integration over the

angles :

Q =

// sinB dd d<b . (2-8)

For a spherical surface intersected by a right circular cone

symmetric about the z axis:

6 271

Q = //sinB dB d(b = 2m (l
-

cosB) . (2-9)

0 0

This equation provides a simple formula for calculating

20



the solid angle subtended by a sector of a spherical surface

with circular symmetry when the associated cone subtends a

plane angle of 2B, (0 _ 8 _ n/2) . The angle subtended by

any surface (spherical or not) of area A at distance r is:

Q -

-4 (sr) . (2-10)
r2

In general, it is necessary to consider the geometry of

the source-detector system when calculating the signal

incident on the detector. If the source is sufficiently

well collimated so that all emitted radiation falls on the

detector, only the power emitted by the source need be

known. However, in most cases the detector intercepts only

a small fraction of the radiated signal.

By treating the detector surface as a collection of

plane surfaces, the incremental power incident on an element

of the detector dAd due to the element dAs of the source is

given by:

d^ =
Ls dAs cosBs dAd cos6d

_ (2_11}
J?2

Where Ls is the source radiance in W/sr/m2. For the case of

a planar source and a planar detector, both normal to the

optical axis, the total flux is:

$ _

Ls As An
(J} (2-12)

R2 m2

21



Ad <<
R2

in most cases, and the equation simplifies to $ =

LsAsQd. The product AsQd is known as the optical throughput.

Other useful quantities can be defined in terms of the

solid angle. As illustrated in Figure 2-5, the radiant

intensity (or simply intensity) of a source (I) is the

emitted power per unit solid angle:

I =

d<>

dQ sr
(2-13)

FLUX

d__

Figure 2-5 Intensity is the emitted power per

unit solid angle

The radiant emittance or exitance (M) of a source is the

power emitted per unit surface area:

as illustrated in figure 2-6. The radiance of a source (L) ,

22



M
d3>

dA
<4>
m2

(2-14)

is the emitted flux per unit solid angle, per unit projected

area of the source normal to the direction of observation

(figure 2-7) :

L =

d2<f

(W/sr/m2) (2-15)
dQ cosB dA

where 6 is the angle between the normal to the plane of the

source and the direction of observation. For most cases, L

FLUX

d<|>

Figure 2-6 Exitance of a source is the power

emitted per unit surface area of the source

is a function of the direction of observation. A source for

which L is independent of direction is called a Lambertian
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source. The Lambertian source is an idealization that does

not exist, but some diffusing surfaces may approximate

Lambertian behavior over a restricted range of angles. The

Lambertian approximation usually is acceptable when used for

diffusely illuminated objects. For this project, the

illumination over one cell of the liquid crystal display is

assumed to be uniform and Lambertian over its viewing angle.

Otherwise the exitance from each cell would have to be

measured with respect to viewing angle and intensity. The

aux

Figure 2-7 Radiance is the emitted flux per unit

solid angle, per unit projected area of the source

irradiance of a receiving surface (E) is the power per unit
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receiving area

B-M (4) (2-16)
dA w<

as illustrated in figure 2-8.

The total transmitted flux emitted by a Lambertian

source into a cone is related to the incident flux <S>i

through $T = ^T, where T is the transmissivity of the

surface. The irradiance on an area that subtends a solid

angle at the source requires that the flux emitted within

the solid angle enclosed by a cone of half-angle a has to be

found. Consider a source element dA, and let d2$ be the

FLUX

Figure 2-8 Irradiance on a surface is the flux per unit

area
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flux radiated into the incremental solid angle dG. From the

definition of radiance we then have

d2< = L dA cosB dQ (2-17)

where L is the source radiance either from a light source or

from a LCD cell. The solid angle dfl is

2 a

dQ =

A^ J J Sin20 dB d<b = %L dA sin2a. (2-18)
0 0

The flux radiated into a hemisphere is found by setting a =

n/2 so that:

dph = izL dA. (2-19)

The radiant exitance of a source is d$/dA, so combining

equations 2-14 and 2-19 yields the radiant exitance of a

Lambertian source:

M = xL (JL) . (2-20)

If E
W/m2

are incident on a diffuse transmitting

surface, the radiance of the surface can be found from

L = .__ = __T (W/m2/sr) . (2-21)

All of these relations were derived for a source

element dA, but are approximately true for a small source of

finite size, such as an LCD cell.
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The flux through an LCD element is collected and imaged

by a lens. The flux collected by the lens is determined by

its projected size. Consider a small Lambertian source of

area AA and radiance L centered on the optical axis of a

lens. The entrance pupil of the lens subtends an angle of

2(1 at the source as illustrated in figure 2-9. The flux

radiated into the solid angle defined by the rim of the

entrance pupil is:

A = tzL AA sin2p . (2-22)

The irradiance of the image is found by considering a small

rectangular Lambertian source of area ASour The flux A.

lens

Figure 2-9 Flux collected by a lens

collected by the lens is nLASourcesin2p. For a lens in air
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with transmittance t, a flux equal to tA. will be

transmitted through the lens and be spread over the image

area AImg. Thus, the image irradiance is:

E =
iA*

=jitI sin2p ________

. (2-23)
"img Almg

The image irradiance is a function of the source

radiance and projected size and transmission of the lens.

Lens aberrations spread the image irradiance over a larger

area. If the lens reflects or absorbs some of the incident

radiation, the irradiance is further reduced.

Several problems may affect image quality, including

aberrations of the optics, a poorly collimated light source,

nonuniformities in the Bly cell or liquid crystal display,

and nonlinearities of the LCD response. An illustration

outlining the components affected by these problems in this

project is given in figure 2-10.

The irradiance equation derived above may be modified

to include the spatial dependence of the system components:

AA

E(x,y)Bly
= n T(x,y)LensL(x,y)SLMsin2P . (2-24)

a/iJBJy

This equation can be further expanded to yield:

The exitance from the Bly cell can be found from the above

equation by:
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E{x,y)Bly
=

E(x,y)smz(x,y)SLMxLens sin2p (2-25)

*Bly

M(x, y) Bly
= E (x, y) Bly a (x, y) Bly (2-26)

Where a(x,y) is the spatially dependent absorbtion of the

Bly Cell.

In this project, it is desirable to modify the input

image to compensate for radiometric nonuniformities across

the scene.

BLY CELL

Whit-

Light

SOURCE

SLM
LENS

Figure 2-10 System components affecting radiometry
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2 . 7 Optical Transfer Function

Some of the earliest optical systems were telescopes

for astronomy. Stars provided nearly ideal point sources

which became the standard test object for optical systems.

The image of a point source is called the point spread

function (psf) of the system. The point spread function is

the mathematical expression for the flux-density

distribution in the image of a point source. Similarly, the

line spread function (lsf) is the mathematical expression

for the flux-density distribution in the image of a line

source. Point-source images still are used for evaluating

the response of image-forming systems.

The optical transfer function (OTF) represents a recent

approach to characterizing systems. The characteristics

that give the OTF an advantage over other means of

evaluating image quality are:

A. The OTF is linear.

B. The OTF requires no specific light source assumptions

about the shape of the aperture stop.

C. The OTF is a direct application of the Fourier

transform theory in which a two-dimensional variation

of intensity over the object plane is analyzed into a

two-dimensional spectrum as spatial frequencies. The

OTF then describes how each of these Fourier components
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is attenuated in amplitude and shifted in phase as it

appears in the image.

D. The OTF can be both calculated directly from the design

data of any system and measured for that system after

fabrication (Williams, Becklund 1990) .

Direct measurement of the OTF for an image-forming

optical system has several practical difficulties:

A. Sinusoidal patterns of constant contrast are difficult

to make.

B. Design limitations tend to restrict the range of

spatial frequency of test systems to less than desired.

Also, an equivalent test near zero frequency is

difficult to attain.

C. Practical light signal levels at the detector often are

low enough to be disturbed by ambient light.

D. Illumination of the object has to be truly incoherent.

Even a small degree of coherence would produce an

incorrect result (Williams, Becklund 1990) .

Due to these difficulties, the OTF seldom is measured

directly but actually is derived from some other optical

parameter. The OTF can be calculated by interferometric

experiments or by scanning the appropriate image in test
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setups for measuring the point spread function, the line

spread function, or the edge trace (Williams, Becklund

1990) .

To express magnitude and phase simultaneously, the OTF

is put in complex form:

OTF((o) = |OTJF"(<_) |ei*<'-> = r(o>)
ei4>{u,)

, (2-27)

in which T(5))is the modulation transfer function (MTF) which

is defined as the magnitude of the OTF and _(8>)is the phase

transfer function (PTF) .

Point sources of light are easy to visualize and to

Perfect lens MTF

1 | l I I 11 11 I I I I I I I I I T I

arMnTifiar^osirrwriTiflifl^ooiw

normalized frequency

Figure 2-11, The MTF for a diffraction-limited lens

in incoherent light. The PTF is zero for all

frequencies. From Williams, Becklund, 1990.
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analyze, but cannot be realized in practice. For practical

purposes, a source of finite dimensions is a point source if

its dimensions are negligible compared to other significant

dimensions in the optical configuration. The image of a

point source is always larger than the point source due to

diffraction and other factors, e.g. dust particles or

scratches on optical surfaces, foreign particles within lens

material, irregularities on the edge of the aperture stop,

and aberrations (including defocusing) .

Because the line spread function is easier to measure,

it is usually preferred over the point spread function in

optical analysis. It can be shown that the Fourier

Transform of the line spread function is one line of the

optical transfer function. Following Gaskill's (1978)

development of the lsf, with the operator E [ ] describing an

arbitrary two-dimensional linear shift invariant system, the

impulse response h(x,y) of the system is defined by

S[6(x,y)] = h(x,y) . (2.28)

Assume the optical system has a point spread function (psf)

h(x,y) and OTF H(,T|), both of which are unknown. Apply as

an input a line mass located along the y-axis, i.e.

f(x,y) = 6(x) . (2.29)

The output is the line spread function l(x) which can be
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expressed in terms of the unknown psf and OTF as

l(x) =6 (x) **h{x,y)
oo

= fh(x,B)dB, (2.30)
oo

where
** is the convolution operator. By using a Fourier

Transform theorem, the one-dimensional Fourier Transform of

the lsf is

oo

L(5) =

9r[I(x)]
= &-[Jh(x,B)dB]= H(Z,Q) . (2.31)

Several methods can be used to obtain a line spread

function. One method of obtaining the line spread function

is to differentiate the edge spread function (esf) which

results from inputting an edge trace into the system.

Following Gaskill's (1978) development of the esf, for

.a rotated x,y coordinate system in which the edge is along

the y-axis, the esf e (x) can be described as

e(x)
= S [stepix) ]

= h(x,y) **step(x)
oo

= ffh(a,B)step{x-a)dadB
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--

j 1(a) step(x-a) da
oo

= i (x) *step(x) . (2.32)

By using Fourier Transform theorems equation 2. 32. can be

rewritten as

e(x) = (l(a)da. (2.33)
oo

From equation 2.31 the relation between one line of the

OTF and the lsf can be expressed as the Fourier Transform of

the lsf:

oo

OTF(f) =
ll(x)e~i2nfx

dx . (2.34)

The relation between the lsf and esf from equation 2.33 can

be rewritten as

1(X) =
deJx)

. (2.35)
dx

Combining equations 2.34 and 2.35 and using the derivative

theorem of the Fourier Transform the relationship between

one line of the OTF and the esf can be written as

OTF(f) = j2%fE(f) , (2.36)
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where E(f) is the Fourier transform of the esf e(x).

The esf is obtained by scanning the image of a point

source with a knife edge (figure 2-12) . Closer examination

reveals that the transition region has finite width due to

diffraction, aberrations, and defocusing. The esf and the

lsf are mathematically equivalent manifestation of the

optical system and thus one can be transformed into the

other. The esf can be viewed as either the semi-infinite

integral of the lsf or the convolution of the line spread

function and a step function (Williams & Becklund, 1990) .

illuminating Radiant energy

i i i 1 1 1 1 1 i 1

object plane

flux

density

edge trace

distance across image plane

Figure 2-12 Schematic showing the formation of an edge

trace adapted from Williams, Becklund, 1990.
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The MTF describes the ability of the system to transmit

modulation to the output, while the PTF describes the

translation of sinusoids at each spatial frequency. It is

common practice to specify only the MTF since most MTF

curves exhibit significant attenuation of the high-frequency

components. This has the effect of minimizing any

distortion caused by a shift in phase. The combined effect

of a small value of the MTF and the reduced actual shift due

to short wavelengths at these frequencies make the PTF

characteristic unimportant for most applications.

Warnick (1990) describes a far-IR simulation system

that employed a visible laser source, a spatial light

modulator, and a Bly cell to create a self-emitting thermal

IR scene. The work presented here is modeled on that system

but has been modified to include an improved spatial light

modulator and a white light source. In order to produce a

more accurate IR image, this project will try to compensate

for radiometric variations across the output scene by

changing the input scene. The design of this system is

reviewed in the next section. It is expected that by using

a better spatial light modulator that the spatial resolution

can be improved. The effect of decreasing the ambient

temperature on the thermal contrast of the system will also

be investigated.
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3 . 0 Design of Far IR Simulation System

The far-IR simulation system uses a visible white

light source, optics, and digital image processing to create

a visible image of a scene. This visible scene is converted

to a far-IR image through the use of a visible-to-IR

Spatial Light

Modulator

Visible to Infrared
Transducer

(Bly Cell) IR

Viewing System

White

Light source

Controller/Processor

Display

Figure 3-1 Block diagram of simulation system setup

'transducer

(VIRT) . A block diagram of the basic components is shown in

Figure 3-1. By modulating visible light and then converting

it to infrared at the last stage readily available optical
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elements could be used. Furthermore, system alignment is

easier when using visible light.

In this section, each component will be described

individually.

3 . 1 Energy Source

The energy for the far-IR simulator is supplied by a

1000W tungsten-halogen incandescent bulb in a parabolic

reflector. The light source is not perfectly collimated and

generates a significant amount of heat. The light source

variations across the scene could be reduced by adding a

diffuser at the cost of reduced signal power. A gradient

filter could be used to compensate for the decrease in light

intensity towards the corners. Variations in the light

intensity across the image plane can also be compensated by

preprocessed radiometric corrections through the adjustment

of the pixel values of the LCD.

3.2 Spatial Light Modulator

Polarized light is spatially modulated to create a

visible image of a scene. The spatial light modulator

(SLM) , is similar to a photographic slide in a slide

projection system which creates a visible image by the

selective spatial transmission of light to a projection
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screen. The SLM used is a liquid crystal display (LCD)

from an Epson video projector. Similar devices have been

used successfully as spatial light modulators for optical

pattern recognition (Gregory and Kirsch, 1992), real-time

optical signal processing (Hughes, 1987, Yu, et al., 1986,

Young, 1986, and Liu, 1985) and for self-emitted scene

generation (Warnick, 1990) . Specifications for the SLM used

for this work are contained in Appendix A and a general

overview of the Epson system is found in Kirsch et al.

(1992), while the addressing system is reviewed by Cotariu

et al. (1992), and Clark et ai. (1992).

Each pixel is a single liquid-crystal cell. Liquid

crystallinity is a fluid state of matter. A twisted liquid

crystal 'cell is a thin layer of nematic liquid crystal

placed between two parallel glass plates and rubbed so that

the molecular orientation rotates helically about an axis

normal to the plates. The polarization plane of linearly

polarized light travelling in the direction of the axis of

twist rotates with the molecules, so that the cell acts as a

polarization rotator (figure 3-2). The twisted liquid

crystal cell placed between crossed polarizers can be

operated as an analog modulator. At intermediate tilt

angles, there is a combination of polarization rotation and

wave retardation. The analysis of the transmission of
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polarized light through tilted and twisted molecules is

beyond the scope of this work, but the overall effect is a

partial intensity transmittance . There is an approximately

linear transition between the total transmission of the

fully twisted (untilted) state and zero transmission in the

fully tilted (untwisted) state (Saleh and Teich, 1991) . For

this work, the linearity assumption was not found to be good

enough. Instead the range is modelled by a quadratic

equation.

Each LCD has 220 lines of 320 pixels and a clear

aperture of 1.25 inches. Each pixel measures 55 X 60 um

with a center-to-center spacing of 80 X 90 um; the active

area is 46%. The transmission efficiency of the device is

about 43% at i = 0.6328 pa (Kirsch et al. 1992). Testing

confirmed the findings of Cotariu et al. (1992) that 20

lines at the top and bottom of a 512 x 480 digital input

image are not displayed. The two fields of 220 lines are

written to the same 220 lines on the LCD. Pixels at the

beginning and end of the horizontal lines are ignored

resulting in approximately 493 of the 512 horizontal image

pixels being resampled onto the 320 horizontal LCD cells.

This resampling can cause edge blurring as well as aliasing

according to Clark et al. (1992).

The LCD was removed from the projector housing and a
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long ribbon cable was attached. A video signal and a

synchronization pulse from a computer were fed into the

drive electronics of the Epson TV. This allows either a

dynamic or

Bright

o

*
Figure 3-2 (a

J

Without anin "electric f:

Dark

ield the liquid-crystal

cell rotates the light, (b) With an electric field the cell's

rotatory power is suspended (Saleh, Teich, 1991) .

a static input to be displayed. The input images usually

are not standard visible scenes, since there is little

correlation between visible images and far-IR images. The

far-IR scenes can be generated from synthetic thermal models
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that account for the temperature, emissivity, and

reflectivity of objects, or by using true IR images (Warnick

et al., 1990). A description of the process to generate the

far-IR scenes is beyond the scope of this work.

According to Cotariu et al. (1992, 1993), the

operational parameters of the LCD cell are the direction of

polarization of the input light, the voltage on the cell,

and the angle of a analyzer. These parameters determine the

mode of operation: amplitude-mostly mode, phase-mostly mode

or a combination. Other researchers have found that the

system exhibits greatest contrast when the bias is set to

4.5. Adjusting the input polarizer to about
83

and

analyzer to
86

(plus or minus a few degrees) resulted in

the highest contrast for intensity measurements (Cotariu et

al. 1993). These settings result in a mixed-mode operation

which is satisfactory for non-coherent illumination.

Clark et al. (1992) found that the Epson LCD

performance degrades as the irradiance of a laser beam is

increased since the Epson device does not rotate all light

by the same angle. Initial contrast measurements also

indicated that the LCD is not achromatic; with the original

dichroic filters, the contrast varied by about 15%. A

contrast ratio of 80:1 was found for the SLM with a white

light of 150 Watts.
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Nematic LCDs in commercial devices typically have a

life of about 5 years (Canon EOS 10S camera owners manual) .

Over this life, the contrast of the device decreases due to

chemical changes within the cells. It was also noted that

the contrast of the LCD was reduced noticeably after

exposing one of the LCDs to high intensity white light

without an IR absorbing filter.

An area of concern noted by Clark et al. (1993), is

the drive electronics which do not allow individual pixel

control .

3.3 Optics

Due to the poor collimation of the light source and

other physical limitations, several achromatic lenses were

used to focus the image. The lenses also could be used to

magnify the image. In this project, the positions of the

lenses were adjusted for unit magnification.

3.4 Visible-to-IR Transducer

A Bly cell, which is a visible-to-IR transducer

(VIRT) , is used to convert the visible image to a far-IR

signal. A commercially available Bly Cell from Eppley Labs

which has been previously used in a similar setup (Warnick,

1990) is described below.
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The Bly cell is comprised of a very thin membrane (50

nm) enclosed in an evacuated cell (figure 3-3) . The vacuum

cell has windows on both sides of the membrane. One window

transmits the incident visible energy to the membrane while

the other transmits the emitted IR energy from the membrane.

The membrane is coated on the input side with a gold-black

absorbing film to achieve high absorption (62%) in the

visible wavelengths and high emissivity in the far-IR

wavelengths. The visible image is projected onto one side

of the membrane where it is absorbed and converted to

localized heat. Because the heat capacity of the membrane

is very low, the surface quickly achieves a stable

temperature. In a vacuum, heat is transferred radiatively

from both surfaces. Specifications for the VIRT subsystems

are given in Appendix B.

The resolution, conversion efficiency, and temporal

response of the Bly cell depend on the atmospheric pressure

within the cell. Conversion efficiency improves as the

pressure decreases down to about
10"7

torr (Lee and Snyder,

1988) . The operating vacuum chosen results in a compromise

between the resolution and speed (Pritchard, 1988) . The

vacuum in the Bly cell used in this system rose from 5 x
10"

6
Torr to

IO"4
Torr in about one hour. It was not practical
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horizontal

directions with mirrors. The digitized output of the

Inframetrics system is captured by an Imaging. Technologies

frame grabber, averaged, stored, and analyzed by using the

software in Appendix D. Specifications for the Inframetrics

viewing system are listed in Appendix C.

3 . 6 Radiometric Normalization

Radiometric variations in the image are corrected in

software. This method was chosen instead of an optical

solution because of its low cost (computer already

available) and ability to be easily adapted to correct

several system errors. The system errors may be due to

variations among LCD pixels, nonuniformities in the Bly cell

membrane, and light intensity variations.

The following method is used to correct radiometric

variations :

A. A flat field image of a gray value in the middle of

the dynamic range of the LCD is projected through the

system. A mid gray value was chosen as this is the region

of the LCD response that is most linear.

B. The resulting image is saved as a reference file.

C. The average value of this reference image is found and

a digital file is created which contains the difference
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between each pixel value and the average. This is the image

correction file.

D. Input image is modified by software which adjusts each

pixel value of the image by an amount corresponding to the

value in the correction file for that position. If the

input file size is not the same as that of the output file

(input image is always larger in this application) , then the

software will take this into account (i.e. one data point

from the correction file may be used to adjust more than one

input image pixel) . The software also uses the quadratic

equations from the LCD response to ensure that the values

are properly scaled.

E. The modified input image is then applied to the LCD.

This method will work if the system dynamic range is

large enough to allow this compensation and still have

enough range left over to display an image. The software to

accomplish the radiometric corrections is listed in Appendix

D.

3 . 7 Cooling System

The temperature range of the Bly cell could be

improved by cooling the Bly cell. The Bly cell and IR

camera were set up inside a commercial freezer with a window



to admit incoming visible energy. The temperature of the

freezer was monitored closely and allowed to change only

slowly to avoid damage to the Bly Cell. A fan was placed

within the freezer to circulate the air to reduce

temperature stratification.

The glass on either side of the LCD readily absorbs

energy from the white light source and heats up the nematic

material. This severely limits the light throughput of the

system. Fans were used to cool the LCD and an IR-absorbing

filter which was placed in front of the SLM.
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4 . 0 Experimental Methods

The performance of the simulation system was quantified

by evaluating images captured by the frame grabber. The

digital images were quantized to 256 gray levels which

correspond to the different intensity values in the image.

The images were used to calculate the system performance via

standard techniques. A detailed description of the

experimental methods are presented in this section.

4.5
113 cm

11 'II [1=5.0 cm]

Polarizer

Light

Source

IR reject

filter

Figure 4-1, System setup showing location of components

Measurements are in cm.
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4.1 System setup and Alignment

For ease of accessibility and initial alignment, the

system was first assembled on a two-meter triangular optical

rail without the freezer. All components were mounted on

movable carriers to facilitate component positioning.

Following the successful testing of the setup, the system was

reconstructed to include the freezer. The final setup is

shown in figure 4-1.

4 . 2 Modulation Transfer Function

Following Warnick's work (1990), Tatian's (1965) method

for computing the MTF by using a sampled edge trace is used.

Tatian used a trigonometric series whose coefficients are

proportional to the sampled values of the edge trace

(Warnick, 1990). According to Perron (1988), Tatian's

method is accurate at low frequencies for signal-to-noise

ratios up to 30 to 1.

Equation 2-36,

OTF(f) = j2xfE(f) , (4.1)

applies to continuous functions. To use it for sampled

functions, Tatian approximates the exact Fourier Transform

by letting e(ne) represent a sampled edge trace, where n is

the sample number and e is the sample interval, then the OTF

is given by:
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OTF(f) =

j2rcfe]
e(nc)e^2nfne

. (4.2)
n=-_

Since the normalized edge trace function is assumed to be at

zero and unity at the sample points denoted by N and M

respectively:

M ~

OTF(f) =

j2itfe e(ne)
e^2Kfm

+ j2xfe e-_2_.

, (4-3)
_=AT _=Af+l

The summation from -~ to N-l vanishes since the value of the

normalized edge trace is zero. By using the trigonometric

identities:

COS( (N +
-|)r~)

Y, sin(nf)
=

f , (4.4)
n'M+i 2sin( )

_j

sin( (N + ))

Y, cos (nf)
=

f , (4.5)
n=w+i 2sin( )

the OTF can be expressed as:
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M

OTF(f) =j2nfeY e(ne)
e~j2*fne +

n=N

sin( (M+)2nfe) j'cos ( (M+ ) 2fe)

J2wfe( ,
+ 1 ). (4.6)

2sin(^^) 2sin(2____L)

The MTF can now be computed by

MTF(f) = \OTF(f) |. (4.7)

The programs and routines used to implement these

computations are listed in Appendix E.

Implicit in Tatian's method is the assumption that the

imaging system is both linear and shift invariant. For an

image which was sampled over an area larger than the psf of

the imaging system, the assumption of shift invariance is

not valid (Park et al., 1984). However, Warnick (1990)

found that the spatial variance of the Inframetrics/Imaging

Technology viewing system was less than 3%. Thus, the

apparatus can be assumed to be shift invariant. Radiometric

variations cause amplitude variations across the scene which

can have an adverse affect on the MTF (Chung and Hopkins,

1989) .
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4 . 3 Inframetrics Viewing System

As outlined by Warnick (1990), far-IR images of edges

in both the vertical and horizontal directions must be

produced due to the different components used to scan the

vertical and horizontal directions in the Inframetrics

system. A blackbody bar target is used to generate the

test edges (figure 4-2) for the viewing system. The

blackbody was also used to check the linearity of the system

for different input temperatures.

Black body bar target
Inframetrics camera

Blackbody
controller

Figure 4-2 Inframetrics viewing system test setup

4.4 MTF of Simulation System

The MTF of the simulation system was measured by

applying a high contrast edge image to the SLM. This
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measurement was done at room temperature.

Four components affect the MTF of the simulation

system: the LCD, polarizers, imaging lens, and Bly cell.

Thus, the equation for the system MTF is:

MTFSYS= (MTFLCD) x(MTFPolaiizer) * (AfTF^cs) x(MTFVIRT) . (4.8)

The polarizers will be included with the spatial light

modulator (SLM) . The white light source does not affect the

system MTF as it is not in the imaging chain. Nonetheless,

certain components of the illumination system (e.g.

coherence and amplitude variation of the light) may

adversely affect the MTF. The MTF of the image will also

depend on the MTF of the viewing system. Thus the observed

MTF shall be:

^F
Observed

=

^Inframetrics * ^System (4 9 )

By rearranging this, the MTF of the system is:

MTF

WTW =
Observed

(4
1Q\

Mlt
System 7

^ X U '

iJ-Li
Inframetrj.cs

Due to the different sizes of the pixels in the horizontal

and vertical directions of the SLM, the MTF of the

simulation system will have to be measured in both

orientations .
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The MTF of the SLM and the Bly cell were calculated to

identify the limiting component of the system. The

measurement of the MTF of the Bly cell by Warnick (1990) was

used to check the validity of the current measurement.

4 . 5 Measurement of Noise-Equivalent temperature change

The Noise-Equivalent Delta Temperature (NEAT) is a

measure of the thermal resolution of the simulation system.

To resolve a grey-level transition in the far-IR output

image, the change in gray levels must be larger than the

NEAT of the simulation system. For example, if the NEAT of

a system is 0.5C and the maximum thermal contrast is 20C,

then the number-
of resolvable grey levels is 40.

Warnick (1990) found that the Inframetrics viewing

system has the lowest NEAT of the available sensors. The

NEAT of the test equipment should be less than that of the

system.

4 . 6 Measurement Procedures

Before the parameters of the simulation system can be

quantified, several performance and calibration measurements

of the test equipment and setup were made. The output image

is a 512-by-460 array of gray values in the range 0-255,

which are proportional to the amplitude at each sample
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point. These integers can be converted to temperatures by

using a calibrated source to find the appropriate LUT. In

areas free from defects, the VIRT is assumed to have a

constant emissivity, thus all radiance contrasts should be

due to temperature differences. The Bly cell was evacuated

to 5.5 x
IO"5

torr before each use.

The polarizers were adjusted to give maximum contrast

for a bilevel image of maximum dynamic range: the letter
"E"

which was made of pixel values of 255 against a background

of zero.

To characterize the linearity of the system, several

flat-field images of various values were applied to the

system. These images were analyzed to determine how the

input grey levels have to be modified to obtain a linear

response. After doing this for several pixel levels an

equation describing the variations was found by using

regression techniques. The appropriate equation is then

implemented by applying it to the input image.

Radiometric variations across the image plane can be

measured by applying a constant value to the SLM and

capturing the resulting image as outlined in section 3.6.

Any significant variations across the SLM, source, Bly cell,

or Inframetrics camera were compensated at the same time.

To reduce the noise in the output images, several frames
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were averaged by using the available frame grabber software.

All images were from other sources as the generation

and enhancement of IR images is beyond the scope of this

work.

To see if there might be an improvement in the system

dynamic range when the Bly cell is cooled, the dynamic range

of the system was measured at several temperatures.

The results from the procedures carried out are listed

in section 5.
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5 . 0 Results

The major system components were evaluated by measuring

their MTFs. The overall system was evaluated by its MTF and

maximum thermal contrast. The results of these performance

measurements are presented in this section.

5 . 1 Spatial Light Modulator

The vertical and horizontal MTFs of the SLM were found

by applying an
"E"

to the LCD and viewing the image with a

CCD camera. Figure 5-1 shows the image, while figures 5-2

through 5-5 show the horizontal and vertical MTFs and the

data used to derive them.

Figure 5-1 - Image on SLM used to

evaluate spatial resolution
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Vertical LCD Pixels averaged over 50 columns

Figure 5-2 -

Normalized vertical LCD pixel

values from figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-3 - Vertical MTF of SLM
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Figure 5-4 Normalized horizontal pixel values

from figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-5 SLM horizontal MTF calculated from data at

figure 5-4.
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From figure 5-1 the non-continuous nature of the LCDs

can be seen. It was found that having the LCD slightly out

of focus minimized the higher frequency noise. The computed

vertical MTF was better if calculated using data from the

bottom of
the"E"

rather than the top. Data for the MTF

graphs were taken from the middle of figure 1. A CCD camera

was used to image the SLM. Several neutral density filters

were used with the system setup to reduce the light to

acceptable levels. Contrast measurements indicated that the

LCD is not achromatic; the contrast varied by about 15% when

the light was filtered through the different Epson TV

filters. During initial testing of the components with a

150W white light source, a contrast ratio of 80:1 was found

for the SLM.

It was also noted that after having the image of an
"E"

displayed for at least one hour, the LCD retained the image

for about 15 minutes after it was no longer being applied.

Furthermore, the contrast of the LCD was noticeably reduced

after exposing one of the LCDs to high intensity white light

without an intervening IR absorbing filter. The top line of

the image appears to be fainter: this is probably due to the

drive electronics.
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Figure 5-6 Horizontal pixels values for Inframetrics

viewing system looking at a blackbody;
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Figure 5-7 Inframetrics viewing system horizontal MTF

from averaged data.
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Figure 5-9 Inframetrics viewing system vertical MTF

from averaged data.
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Figure 5-10 Horizontal pixel values from Bly cell

illuminated by white light.
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Figure 5-11 Horizontal MTF of Bly cell from

averaged data with and without compensation for

viewing system.
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Figure 5-12 Vertical pixels values from Bly cell

illuminated with white light.
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with and without compensation for viewing system.
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Figure 5-18 Pseudocolor IR image of an
"E"

projected through the system.

Figure 5-19 Pseudocolor image of a flat field.
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Press bu t Ion to woke menu reappear ol cursor position

Figure 5-20 Pseudocolor image of the corrected

input based on image at figure 5-19.

Figure 5-21 Pseudocolor IR image when figure 5-20

is the input to the system.
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Figure 5-22 Pseudocolor image of an image used as

input to the system.

Figure 5-23 Pseudocolor IR image when figure 5-22

is input to the system.
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5 . 2 Viewing system

The perfromance of the viewing system was quantified by

using a blackbody source target. The data and MTFs are

illustrated in figures 5-6 through 5-9. A wide slit was

placed in front of the blackbody source to generate an edge.

However, the MTF may actually be better because of the

thermal conduction of the atmosphere. The camera was

focused on an area the same size as the system image. The

background noise was reduced when the camera was placed

background

0 12 3 4 5

Blackbody temp (C]

Figure 5-24 Calibration of the Inframetrics camera by

using a variable blackbody source.
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inside the freezer. Figure 5-28 illustrates the temperature

to output pixel value of the Inframetrics systems set at the

5C range.

5.3 Bly cell

The Bly cell data and MTFs are illustrated in figures

5-10 to 5-15. Notice how the tops of the pixel graphs are

rounded off. This is probably due to thermal conduction by

the air inside the cell. The Bly cell was pumped down to

5.5 x
IO"6

Torr but could not hold this vacuum for very

long.

5 . 4 System performance

The data and MTFs for the whole system are illustrated

in figures 5-16 to 5-21. A bilevel image of the letter
"E"

which was used to generate the data in figures 5-16 to 5-21

is shown at figure 5-22. The system was adjusted to give

the highest contrast. At first, it was thought that slight

defocusing of the image might improve the MTF since it would

blur the masked areas of the LCD. However; it was found

that the final image was so blurred due to the low MTF that

this was not necessary.

To correct for the radiometric variations across the

image, a flat field of value 127 was applied to the LCD.
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The resulting image is shown in figure 5-23. This image was

than used in a program (appendix D) to compensate the input

to correct for radiometric variations across the scene. The

compensated image is illustrated at figure 5-24. The output

with the compensated image as the input (figure 5-24) is

shown at 5-25. Due to the limited dynamic range this was

not attempted on an actual image.

The image generated when the figure 5-26 image was

applied to the system is shown at 5-27. Note that 5-26 was

a 512 by 512 image so that the first 20 and last 52 lines

were not displayed. This accounts for the image of the tank

appearing at the bottom of figure 5-26.

The dark circular area was caused by the reflection of

the Inframetrics detector from its own lens, thus it could

not be removed by changing the angle of view.

The problem of thermal conduction in the Bly cell was

evident when imaging objects of different size. The

greatest thermal contrast was obtained when flat fields were

used. Even splitting the image into two equal areas of

different grey values decreased the contrast between the two

areas by about 25%.

The effect of lowering the temperature on the thermal

contrast of the system is shown in figure 5-29. From this

figure, the maximum number of usable grey levels is 40.
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Using the data from figure 5-28 the maximum thermal contrast

is 1.2C.

Grey

Scale

Contrast

-5 0 5 10

Temperature C

15

Figure 5-25 Effect of Bly cell ambient temperature

on maximum contrast of system.
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6 . 0 Conclusions and Recommendations

The results of the MTF and contrast measurements were

significantly poorer than expected. Note that the MTF

calculations assumed spatial invariance which was not true

due to uneven illumination of the image. Uneven

illumination can lower the frequency response of the system

MTF (Chung and Hopkins, 1989) . The frequency response of

the system would restrict its application. Although some

minor improvements could be made to the system, any

significant improvements would require changes to the major

subcomponents .

The system performance was limited for the following

reasons :

A. The light throughput could not be increased without

damaging or destroying the IR blocking filter and/or SLM.

B. The MTFs of the Bly cell and Inframetrics viewing

system were limited by the small size of the image. The

image could be easily enlarged by adjusting the distance

between the components, however increasing the image size

would decrease the already limited thermal contrast.

C. The Bly cell was not operated at a vacuum which would

maximize its resolution and conversion efficiency due to the

limitations of the available vacuum pump.

D. Although not investigated, the contrast of the Epson
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LCD seems to have power limitations and be wavelength

dependent. Other researchers have found that the contrast

decreases with increased illumination. The contrast of the

LCD changed by about 15% when different color filters were

used.

D. The MTF of the LCD was limited due to the masking of

the cells and the drive electronics. Furthermore, there was

significant pixel variation across the LCD likely due to

power distribution variations. The appearance of a ghost

line above all horizontal lines and the combination of the

overlap of successive fields limits the vertical MTF. The

resampling of the input signal which could cause aliasing

limits the horizontal MTF.

E. The noise in the images is a problem inherent in most

far-IR detectors. By multiframe averaging the images, the

noise was significantly reduced, but it also blurred the

images .

F. As mentioned by Warnick (1990), the MTF of the

Inframetrics is adversely affected by its diffraction limit,

difficulty to focus, and the offset of the phasing of its

two video fields. He also noted that the double resampling

of the Inframetrics/Imaging Technologies viewing system

decreases its MTF.
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The thermal contrast of the system did not improve when

the system was cooled as predicted by the equation in

section 2. Using the equations in section 2.5, an

improvement in the thermal contrast could not be expected

unless the Bly cell was cooled over 40K degrees. At this

ambient temperature the increase in the temperature range of

the Bly cell is greater than the decrease in the grey level

steps. It is not recommended that the Bly cell be cooled

below -10C; an attempt to cool it to -17C resulted in a

rupture of the Bly cell.

An image grabbed at -2C was more blurred than the same

image grabbed at 23C. This is attributed to the loss of

vacuum from 5.5 x
10~6

to
IO"4

torr in the Bly cell rather

than to any differences in temperature.

The edge trace method of computing the MTF seemed to

amplify the higher frequency noise excessively. Perron

(1988) found that Tatian's method was accurate at low

frequencies for a signal-to-noise ratio up to 30:1.

However, considering that the IR images were very noisy, the

use of another method for computing the MTF should be

investigated.

To improve performance, the light throughput and

contrast of the system must be improved. Currently the Bly

cell has the worst MTF of all the subcomponents. The MTF of
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the Inframetrics is only slightly better. The following

steps could be taken to improve the system:

A. A setup similar to that used in the Epson TV projector

could be implemented. In this setup the light source is

split up into three primary colors, then each one is

spatially modified by SLMs before being recombined. This

would decrease the wavelength dependence of the SLMs while

allowing more power through.

B. Using a larger newer LCD; A newer LCD would probably

have higher contrast since the material in the cells would

not be degraded. A larger LCD should be able to handle more

power.

C. The resolution of the Bly could be improved by creating

a harder vacuum and ensuring that the vacuum is maintained.

D. The drive electronics for the LCD could be replaced so

that individual control over each pixel is possible. This

should eliminate the ghost line above the SLM images.

Replacing the drive electronics would also avoid the

possibility of aliasing in the horizontal direction.

Comparing the results with Warnick
'

s (1990) work in the

same area, he obtained a better system MTF, and a slightly

better Bly cell MTF which is attributed to the harder

vacuum. He does not have experimental results for his SLM.

Warnick obtained a higher thermal contrast, while the
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contrast of his SLM was only slightly worse than the Epson

SLM. This is most likely due to the larger SLM. Other

researchers have reported contrast ratios as high as 200 to

1 for the Epson LCD when using the device at lower power

levels (Soutar et al., 1993). By using a noncoherent light

source, problems associated with the surface quality of the

optics were not encountered. Otherwise, both systems would

have problems handling the higher power necessary to

generate a greater thermal contrast.

In summary, a system using a white light source is

feasible, however; the system did not improve on previous

results. Although the radiometric correction of the image

by varying the image pixel values was shown to be feasible,

it was not implemented due to the limited dynamic range.

The problems associated with the drive electronics and

overheating of the SLM should be addressed if further work

is contemplated on this type of setup.
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Appendix A

Spatial Light Modulator

Manufacturer

Model

Resolution

Visibility

LCD Size

Speed

cell size

center to center spacing

pixel count per LCD

active area

transmission efficiency

(k =
.6328)

optical flatness

Update rate

Epson

Crystal Image video projector

6.3 lp/mm

.98

2.54 x 1.9 cm

60 Hz

55 x 60 um

80 x 90 um

320 x 220

46%

about 4 3%

.5k to 4 A.

60 Hz



Appendix B

Specifications of VIRT

Manufacturer

Model

Membrane Absorbtion

Operating vacuum

Window material

Cell Material

MTF at 3 cycles/mm

Maximum temperature

Time constant

Dimensions

Eppley Laboratory, Inc.

C1933

61%

<
IO"3

Torr

Pyrex (front)
Germanium (rear)

cellulose nitrate film 450-500A

thick supports a goldblck deposit

50%

7 0C

< 25 msec

Outside diameter:
6"

thickness 1
9/16"

AT of
25

for illumination of approximately 30 lumens



Appendix C

Specifications of Inframetrics Camera

IR Camera

Spectral Bandpass

Detector Type

Field of View

Resolution

Output Format

Dynamic Range

NEAT (typical 8-12 um)

Temperature

Measurement Range

Temperature

Readout Resolution

Ambient Operatiing
Temperature

Model 600

8 - 12 um

HgCdTe (LN2 cooled)

15 deg Vertical by 20 degree Horizontal

2 mRad
- 148 IFOV's Horizontal,

256 Pixels/Line

2 mRad
- 130 IFOV's Vertical,

200 lines/frame

RS-170, NTSC

7 bit, 128 levels, 42 dB

8 bit, 256 levels

Averager

;4 8db) with Image

@30C less than 0.2C

@30C with image averager; < 0.05C

-20 to +400C Normal range

0 to +1000C Extended Range

3 digits

-15 to +45C



Appendix D

Program to extract sampled data to allow horizontal MTF

calculation by using Tatians method re Journal of Optical

society of America, V 55, No 8 1965, implemented in Mathcad

Program written in Borland C++ Ver 2.0 by G. Ralph, 1993.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

tinclude <fstream.h>

// Global variables

#define MAXH 512 // number of pixel in line

#define Start 150 // start at this horizontal location

#define startln 150 // get data from this line

#define lines 50 // define number of lines to average

over

/

main ( )

{
int i,j;

long int k;

unsigned char DataH[MAXH/2] [lines] ;

unsigned char I;

FILE *fpin;

fpin = fopen("c:\\horzbo40.img","rb") ;

if (!fpin) {
cerr

"

\n error opening read file";

}

else {
for (i = 0; i < startln; i++) {

for ( j = 0; j < MAXH; j++) {

I = fgetc(fpin); // discard data until reach

desired line

}

}

for(i=0; i < lines; i++) {

for ( j = 0; j < MAXH; j++) {

if ( (j
>= Start) && (j < (Start + 256))) {

DataH[j-Start] [i] = fgetc (fpin) ;

}
else { I = fgetc(fpin); }

}

}
cout <<

"

\n file read";

fcloseall ( ) ;

for (j=0; j < 256; j++) {

k = 0;

for( i = 0; i < lines; i++) { // average lines

k = DataH[j] [i] + k;



}

DataH[j][2]
= (int) k/lines;

}

ofst ream fpout ( "c: \\htst3 .mtf ", ios : :out) ;

if (! fpout) {
cerr <<

"

unable to open file for output";

}
else {
cout <<

"
/n outputting file /n";

for (j = 0; j < 256; j++) {
cout
"

" (int)DataH[j] [0]
"

"

(int)DataH[j] [2]
" "

(int) DataH [j ] [lines] ;

fpout
" "

int(DataH[j] [2] ) ;

}
fpout .close ( ) ;

cout
"

/n all done";

}

}
return (0) ;

}



Appendix D

Program to extract sampled data from array for vertical MTF

calculation also averages data over a specified number of

points. Using Taitians method re Journal of Optical society

of America, V 55, No 8 1965. MTF calculations done via

MATHCAD. Program written in Borland C++ Ver 2.0 by G.

Ralph, 1993.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

tinclude <fstream.h>

// Global variables

#define MAXH 512

#define Start 50

#define line 240

#define num 50 // number of lines to average

main ( )

{
int i , j ;
unsigned char Data [MAXH/2] [num] ;

long int k;

char I;

FILE *fpin;

fpin=fopen("c:\\lcdmtf98.img", "rb") ;

if (!fpin) {
cerr

"
\n error opening read file";

}
else {
for (i = 0; i < Start; i++) {

for ( j = 0; j < MAXH; j++) {

I=fgetc(fpin) ; // discard lines until reach

desired line

}

}

for ( i = Start; i < (Start + 256); i++) {

for ( j
= 0; j < MAXH; j++) {

if( (j
>= line) && (j < (line + num))) {

Data[i-Start] [j
- line] = fgetc(fpin);

}
else { I = fgetc(fpin); }

}

}
cout <<

"

\n file read";

fcloseall ( ) ;



for ( i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
k = 0;

for ( j = 0; j < num; j++)
k = Datafi] [j] + k;

}

Data[i][2] = (int)k/num;

}

ofstream fpout ( "c: \\vlcd3 .mtf ", ios : : out) ;

if (! fpout) {
cerr

"

unable to open file for output";

}
else {

for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
fpout

" "

int (Data [i] [2]) ;

cout
" "

int (Data[i] [0] )
" "

int (Data [i] [2] )
" "

int (Data [i] [num] ) ;

}
fpout. close ( ) ;
cout <<

"
\n all done";

}

}
return (0) ;

}



Appendix D

Program to modify an input image to compensate for the

spatially dependent variations across the image. Program

written in Borland C++ Ver 2.0 by G. Ralph, 1993.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <math.h>

// Global variables

#define MAXH 512 // max numnber of horizontal pixels

#define MAXV 480 // max number of vertical pixels

#define Vert 20 // start of displayed vertical image

area

#define Horz 10 // start of displayed horizontal image

area

tdefine startv Vert

#define EndV MAXV - Vert

#define startH Horz

#define EndH MAXH - Horz

unsigned char Xform (unsigned char J, int Z) ; // quadratic

linear conversion

main ( )

{
int i,j,l,H,W, header, hdr2, Dif , startleft, starttop,

bottomend, endright;

int m, zval;

float HA, WA;

long avg,k;

unsigned char I, J, flatfld[MAXH] , image [MAXH];

header = 0;

hdr2 = 0;

FILE *fpin, *fpimg, *fpout;

// get input from user about images

cout "\n input left coordinates of field:";

scanf( "%d", fistartleft) ;

cout << "\n enter top coordinate: ";

scanf ("%d", sstarttop) ;

cout
"

/n \n \n enter bottom coordinates of field: ";

scanf ("%d",&bottomend) ;

cout <<
"

\n enter right coordinates of field: ";

scanf ("%d", &endright) ;

cout <<
"

\n enter o/p for an I/P of zero: ";



scanf ("%d", &zval) ;
cout <<

"

\n \r enter number of bytes in header of image to

be displayed: ";
scanf ("%d",&header) ;

fpin =

fopen("c:\\flatfld.img","rb") ;

if ('.fpin) {
cerr "error opening input file \n "; }
else {
for ( i = 0; i < hdr2; i++) { // usually no header

I = fgetc(fpin); // overloaded operators skip
control chars

} // ignore header

for (i = 0; i < starttop; i++) {
for ( j = 0; j < MAXH; j++) {
I = fgetc(fpin); // ignore beginning of

file data

}

}

avg
= 0; // find avg of flat field

k =0;

for ( i =

starttop; i < bottomend; i++) {
for ( j = 0; j < MAXH; j ++) {

I = fgetc(fpin); // go to start of data

collection

if ( (startleft <= j ) && (j
<=

endright) ) {

avg
= int (I) + avg;

k = k + 1;

}

}

}

avg
=

avg/k;

I = avg;

cout avg
" "

I;

avg
= Xform(I, zval);

cout
"

avg found:
"

hex << avg
"

(hex) \n";
fcloseall ( ) ;

// CORRECT INPUT IMAGE FOR SPATIALLY DEPENTDENT

DIFFERENCES ACROSS

// IMAGE PLANE BY USING FLAT FIELD IMAGE AS A BASELINE

// PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT IMAGE LOCATION WILL NOT

CHANGED! ! ! ! !

// Open files

fpin = fopen("c:\\flatfld.img", "rb") ;

fpimg= fopen ( "c:Wimage.img", "rb");

if ( ! fpin && Ifpimg) {



cerr << "\n \r cannot open input file(s) \n"; }
else {
fpout =

fopen("C:\\dtst.img", "w+b");
if (! fpout) {
cerr <<

"

/n error opening output file /n "; }
else {
for ( i=0; i < header; i++) { // ignore header info

J = fgetc(fpimg) ;

fprintf (fpout, "%c",J);

}
for ( i = 0; i < Vert; i ++) {

for(j = 0; j < MAXH; j++) {
// don't change pixels which are not

J = fgetc (fpimg) ; // part of image displayed

fprintf (fpout, "%c",J);

}

}
for ( k = 0; k < starttop; k ++) {
for(l = 0; 1 < MAXH; 1++) {
I = fgetc (fpin); // go to top of flat field

image

}

1

// compensate for different image sizes, get pixel

values, and

// correct image to be displayed

H = bottomend -

starttop;

W = endright
-

startleft;

HA = (float) (EndV-Vert) / (float) H; // vertical ratio

of image pixels to flat field

WA = (float) (EndH -

Horz) / (float)W; // ratio of

horizontal pixels

k=0;

// get one horizontal line from flat field image

for (1=0; 1 < MAXH; 1++) {

flatfldtl] = fgetc(fpin);

if ( (int)flatfld[l] < zval) flatfld[l] - (char) zval;

if ( (int) flatfld[l] > zval + 48) flatfld[l] =

(char) (zval + 48) ;

}

for (i = Vert; i < EndV; i++) {

// vertical alignment

for (j
= 0; j < MAXH; j++) { // get one line from

image

imagefj] = fgetc (fpimg) ;



}

if( (i-startV) > HA*(k+l)){ // get another line from

flat field

for (1=0; 1 < MAXH; 1++) {

flatfld[l] = fgetc (fpin);
if ( (int) flatfld[l] < zval) { flatfldfl]

=

(char) zval; }
if ( (int)flatfld[l] > zval + 48) { flatfldfl]

=

(char) (zval + 48) ; }

}
k = k + 1;

cout k
"

";

}

// now for some horizontal pixel hocus pocus

1 = 0;

for( j= 0; j < startH; j++) {
J=image [ j ] ;

fprintf (fpout, "%c",J);}
for ( j = startH; j < EndH; j++) {

if( (j-startH) <= WA*(1 + D){ // correct pixel

values

I = Xform(flatfld[l+startleft] , zval) ; // convert

flat field

m = (int) image[j] + avg
- (int) I; // correct for

radiometry

}
else { // get next flat field pixel

1=1+1;

I = Xform(flatfld[l+startleft] , zval) ; // convert

flat field

m = (int) image [j ] + avg
-

(int) I; // correct for

radiometry

}

if( m < 0) { //check if number too low

m = 0; // if yes, set to smallest possible

number

}
if ( m > 255) { // check if too high

m = 255; // if yes, set to highest possible

number

}
J = (char)m;

fprintf (fpout, "%c",J);

}
for ( j = EndH; j < MAXH; ]++){

J = image [ j ] ;

fprintf (fpout, "%c",J);

}

}
for (i = EndV; i < MAXV; i++) {



for (j =0; j < MAXH; j++) {
J = fgetc (fpimg) ;
fprintf (fpout, "%c",J); // output rest of image

}

}
cout << "\n field done";
fcloseall ( ) ;
cout

"

\n \n All's WELL \a \r \r";

}

}

}
return (0) ;

}

// subroutine to convert pixel value from a quadratic curve

to a linear

// line

unsigned char Xform (unsigned char Xl, int CI) {

double A1,B1, SQ;

unsigned char Xs;

int y,x;

Al =
-.0007653; // define quadratic constants

BI = 0.385; //

// constants found by linear regression

y
= int (XI);

SQ = BI
* BI - (4 * Al * (CI -

y) ) ;

if ( SQ < 0) {
x = 0; // -ve only if y less than CI

}
else {

SQ =

pow(SQ, .5) ;

x = (-B1 + SQ)/(2 *
Al);

if ( (x < 0) || (x > 255)) {

x = (-B1 - SQ)/(2*A1);

if ( x < 0) {

cout << "\n \r quadratic number out of

bounds"

dec y
" "

x;

x = 0;

}
if ( x > 255) {

cout << "\n \r quadratic number out of

bounds"

y
" "

x;

x = 255;

}

}

}
Xs = char (x) ;



return (Xs)
}



Example of Tatian's method of calculating OTF
n 0.255

N 256
ki

N

Nq
->

j 0.255 ARy READ( Icdvert ) Ary ARy

a 202 b 220

mn =min(Ary) mx max(Ary)

mn = 34
mx = 176

o O.a p b..255

Ary Ary
o Ja

Aryp Aryh
input data Apy,.

Ary mn ,

n /

( mx mn )

I

1 1 1 1 1

0.5

/
/
/

/
/
/

1 1

U

" 1 1

200 205 210 215 220 225

f :- Nq..Nq -t- 64

k '= x

f- Nq

N
psi '= n - Nq

}jAry -expf^i
-jc-psij

-2i .

cos

cr=

n ny n

... ..

_f-Nq f-Nq
(Nq -i-

.5)2 --j: -it
-

N N

sin| jc -|-2

N

sin (Nq + Nq-;c
N

f - Nq _.

jc 2i

N

sin[ jc -1-2

N

0.75



Tatian's method of calculating OTF test plot using perfect data

Nq 32 N 64 n O.N I

i O.Nq I j Nq.N

ideal step ^j ^i Ary .5

Ps =

n - Nq
n

N spatial frequency

f = 0..N

T =

f
2_,[Aryp-exp[-2i---(f-

Nq)-psin]j

input data

Nt>

N

cos (Nq + .5)-2-tc

(f-Nq)

N

2-ic

(f-Nq)

N

sm

sin (Nq -h.5)-2-;t

(f-Nq)

N

(f-Nq)

N N

sin
(f-Nq)

N

OTFf=Tf+Cf+Sf OTFNq
= 1

Re (OTFj)

Im(OTF^

0.5

_-

/

/

/

/
/

/

\

\
\

/

/
/

\

\

OTFJ 0.5

/^

X

/

/
/
/

\

\
/

/
/

/

\
\

\
/ \

(0.

0.5

i 1".

In,'



Tatian's method of calculating OTF test plot using perfect data

Nq 32 N 64 n 0..N 1

i O.Nq 1 j Nq.N

_ i * Ary ' Ary 0
ideal step j < Ary .5

Ary..
,

.25 Ary..
,

.75

JNq- 1 Nq-|- I

psi

n - Nq
input data

n
n spatial frequency

f = 0..N

Tf
:= [J][Aryn-exp[-2i-x-(f- Nq)-psin]]l-2i-x

l,;.(f Nq)

N

cos (Nq + .5)-2-
(f-Nq)

N

2-K

(f-Nq)

N

sin
^(f-Nq)

I

sin

Sf
=

(Nq -h.5)-2-

N

(f-Nq)

N

2i-Jt

(f-Nq)

N

sin
(f-Nq)

N

1

OTFf'=Tf+Cf+Sf OTFNq
= l

Re(OTF^

Im(OTFj)

0.5

(0--

N

I01TJ o.5

/ V

\ I \

\l \
1

0.5

f

N;



Tatian's method of calculating OTF test plot using perfect data

Nq 32 N 64 n 0..N I

i O.Nq I j Nq.N

ideal step ^j "^ Ary., .5

JNq

AryM ,
.375 AryM ,

.625 AryM .
.75

JNq- 1 Nq + 1 'Nq I 2

psi

n - Nq

^Nq-3 125 A^Nq1?

AryNq-2
=
-25

.875

input data

n
N spatial frequency

f = 0..N

1
A~+

Aiyn /
/ .

0 1

50

T =

f ^_\Arynexp|
-2i-jc(f-

Nq)psin 2iic
(f Nq)

N

cos
(Ng.^^.^-^U^-^

N N

(f-Nq)

N j

sf

sin (Nq -h.5)-2

.(f-Nq)

JC

N N

sin
f_

N

2

OTFf =Tf+Cf+Sf OTFNq
= 1

Re(OTF^
0.5

lm(OTFf)

\

A \i\
v/ \ \ \<

IoitJ 0.5

/
\

AA/V V\AA
CO--

0.5
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